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We use a combined 1.2 Ms of NuSTAR observations of M31 to search for X-ray lines from sterile
neutrino dark matter decay. For the first time in a NuSTAR analysis, we consistently take into
account the signal contribution from both the focused and unfocused fields of view. We also reduce
the modeling systematic uncertainty by performing spectral fits to each observation individually
and statistically combining the results, instead of stacking the spectra. We find no evidence of
unknown lines, and thus derive limits on the sterile neutrino parameters. Our results place stringent
constraints for dark matter masses & 12 keV, which reduces the available parameter space for sterile
neutrino dark matter produced via neutrino mixing (e.g., in the νMSM) by approximately one-third.
Additional NuSTAR observations, together with improved low-energy background modeling, could
probe the remaining parameter space in the future. Lastly, we also report model-independent limits
on generic dark matter decay rates and annihilation cross sections.

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous lines of evidence from gravitational sig-
natures point to the existence of beyond the Stan-
dard Model matter—dark matter (DM)—that consti-
tutes more than five times the cosmic energy density of
baryons [1–3]. The identification of DM is an important
task in modern science and could lead to the resolution
of many outstanding problems in particle physics and
cosmology.

A powerful DM search strategy is to look for signa-
tures of DM decaying or annihilating into visible prod-
ucts, i.e., indirect detection. In particular, channels with
monoenergetic photons in the final state are powerful
search modes due to the efficient separation of signal and
background, as the latter is often dominated by a smooth
continuum emission.

Many well-motivated DM candidates could lead to line
signatures. In the X-ray band, one of the most stud-
ied candidates is sterile neutrinos [4–7], which can ra-
diatively decay into an active neutrino and a monoen-
ergetic photon (χ → γ + ν) with energy equal to half
of the DM mass [8–11]. The production of sterile neu-
trino DM can be naturally achieved in the early universe
via a small mixing with active neutrinos [12], which may
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be enhanced by the presence of primordial lepton asym-
metry [13]. As the mixing angle determines both the
abundance and decay rate, there is a finite window in
the mass-mixing angle parameter plane in which sterile
neutrinos could constitute the full DM abundance, thus
allowing this scenario to be fully testable. Closing this
window would imply additional physics and production
mechanisms are needed to make sterile neutrinos a viable
DM candidate [14–21]. The existence of sterile neutrino
DM could provide strong clues for explaining neutrino
mass and baryogenesis [22], such as the scenario advo-
cated in the νMSM model [23–26].

Due to several sensitive X-ray instruments, such as
Chandra, Suzaku, XMM-Newton, and INTEGRAL, strin-
gent constraints on X-ray line emission have been ob-
tained using many different observations (e.g., Refs. [27–
33]). Interest in these topics was heightened with the
tentative detection of a 3.5-keV line from cluster observa-
tions [34], which was followed up by many observational
studies [35–56]. The nature of this line is still incon-
clusive. The line could be a signature of sterile neutrino
DM [57] or other candidates [58–62]. However, as the line
flux is weak, astrophysical modeling systematics [37, 41]
or new astrophysical processes [63, 64] could also be the
explanation. New detectors [44, 56, 65, 66] or techniques,
such as velocity spectroscopy [67, 68], are likely required
to fully determine its nature. (Recently, Ref. [69] claims
that blank-sky observations with XMM-Newton disfavor
the DM interpretation of the 3.5-keV line. On the other
hand, Ref. [70] claims detection of the 3.5 keV line in
the Milky Way halo up to 35◦ with XMM-Newton, and
refutes the claim of Ref. [69].)

For X-ray searches of DM, NuSTAR provides unique
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capabilities in the hard X-ray band, filling a sensitivity
gap that persisted for many years [71] (partially covered
by Fermi-GBM [72]). The first NuSTAR DM search was
performed with focused observations of the Bullet Clus-
ter [45]. But it was soon realized that by taking advan-
tage of the open telescope design and using “0-bounce
photons” (photons that enter the detector without pass-
ing through the reflecting optics), a larger (unfocused)
field of view (FOV) can be achieved, thus boosting the
sensitivity to the diffuse DM emission. Stringent con-
straints were then obtained using the extragalactic back-
ground [52] and Galactic Center observations [54]. Inter-
estingly, a 3.5-keV line is also included in the NuSTAR
instrumental background [73]. The background nature
of this line has been questioned in Ref. [52]. However,
Ref. [54] found evidence of the 3.5-keV line in Earth-
occulted data, which suggests that the line has a detector
background origin. The line is also close to the energy
threshold of the detector; detailed studies of its possi-
ble instrumental origin are ongoing. Future work from
the NuSTAR collaboration is expected to elucidate the
nature of this line in the NuSTAR data.

In this work, we search for DM lines with a combined
1.2 Ms of observations of M31, and offer several improve-
ments on previous works. Compared to Ref. [54], the re-
duction of the astrophysical background, especially from
astrophysical emission lines, improves the sensitivity to
DM. We also consistently include both focused (2-bounce
photons) and unfocused (0-bounce photons) FOV in sig-
nal modeling. To reduce potential systematic errors from
stacking different data sets, we devise a method to statis-
tically combine sensitivities from individual observations.

We present our NuSTAR data analysis in Sec. II, our
DM signal modeling in Sec. III, and our DM results in
Sec. IV. We conclude in Sec. V.

II. NUSTAR DATA ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe the NuSTAR instrument,
the NuSTAR M31 observations, and details about the 0-
bounce and 2-bounce FOV. We comment on the current
difficulties in modeling the low-energy NuSTAR back-
ground. Lastly, we detail the modeling of the spectral
data.

A. The NuSTAR instrument

As the first focusing hard X-ray observatory, NuSTAR
provides a unique platform for studying astrophysical
phenomena—including light DM candidates such as keV-
scale sterile neutrinos. The NuSTAR design is detailed
in Ref. [74], but we re-state some relevant aspects here.

The NuSTAR science instrument consists of two in-
dependent, co-aligned focal-plane modules (FPMs), with
each FPM consisting of an X-ray optic and a detector.
The energy resolution is set by the X-ray detectors, which

have a FWHM of 0.4 keV for 5-keV photons, increasing
to 0.9 keV for 70-keV photons. The X-ray optics are
conical approximations to the grazing-incidence Wolter-
I design, with nested Pt/C multilayer-coated mirrors.
After entering the telescope, X-rays reflect once off a
parabolic mirror segment, followed by a hyperbolic mir-
ror segment. These correctly focused X-rays are called
“2-bounce” photons, as they reflect twice inside the op-
tics. NuSTAR is sensitive to 2-bounce photons with en-
ergies 3–79 keV. The lower limit is due to absorption by
the dead layer of the CdZnTe detector, the Pt contact
coating, and the 100µm-thick Be window, effects which
become significant only for E < 10 keV [75]. The upper
limit is set by the Pt K-edge of the optics. Both FPMs
have the same essentially overlapping 13′×13′ FOV for
2-bounce photons.

The NuSTAR optical elements and detectors are sepa-
rated by a 10-m mast, which is open to the sky. The ob-
servatory therefore includes a series of aperture stops to
limit unfocused X-rays from striking the detectors. How-
ever, this shielding is not complete, and there remains
a circular region of radius ∼ 3.5◦ on the sky (partially
blocked by the optics bench), from which X-rays can
strike the detectors without interacting with the optical
elements. These are called “0-bounce” photons. The en-
ergy range for these 0-bounce photons is not constrained
by the performance of the optics, and thus extends up to
the instrumental limit of 165 keV. Similar to the 2-bounce
photons, 0-bounce photons are also subject to absorption
effects from detector components at low energy.

B. NuSTAR’s view of M31

To probe the diffuse X-ray emission from the direction
of M31, we use both NuSTAR’s 0-bounce photons from
the wide-angle unfocused FOV and the 2-bounce pho-
tons from the narrower focused FOV. Unlike our previous
work [54], none of the observations used in the present
analysis were contaminated by significant “stray light” or
“ghost rays” resulting from bright, isolated off-axis X-ray
sources (the latter of which are sometimes referred to as
“1-bounce” photons).

Table I shows the eight observations we select from
> 1.6 Ms of NuSTAR pointed observations of M31 from
2015 to 2018. These selected observations are optimized
to avoid the bright emission from the center of M31 and
contamination from bright point sources. M31 is the
closest large galaxy to our own Milky Way, at a dis-
tance ∼ 785 kpc [76, 77]—close enough to resolve bright
X-ray point sources. (Specifically, the NuSTAR 18′′

FWHM angular resolution for 2-bounce photons corre-
sponds to ∼ 70 pc at the distance of M31.) We select
NuSTAR observations that include at most 1 or 2 re-
solved X-ray sources in the 2-bounce FOV. We then re-
move from our analysis all detector pixels correspond-
ing to a radius 60′′ around CXO 004429.57+412135.1
and CXO 004527.34+413253.5, and 100′′ around CXO
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TABLE I. NuSTAR observations of M31 used in this analysis, with 0-bounce effective areas after data cleaning.

NuSTAR obsID Pointing (J2000) Effective Exposurea Detector Area A0b
b Solid Angle ∆Ω0b

c

RA, DEC (deg) FPMA / B (ks) FPMA / B (cm2) FPMA / B (deg2)
50026002001 11.0826, 41.3762 95.4 / 94.5 11.76 / 11.77 4.44 / 4.51
50026002003 11.0821, 41.3688 82.4 / 82.2 11.85 / 11.80 4.45 / 4.55
50026003002 11.3306, 41.5763 106.3 / 105.4 11.24 / 11.10 4.40 / 4.41
50110002002 11.1122, 41.3753 31.6 / 31.9 12.38 / 12.29 4.56 / 4.55
50110002006 11.1047, 41.3758 36.9 / 36.8 12.22 / 12.15 4.55 / 4.52
50110003002 11.3425, 41.5610 87.9 / 87.4 11.33 / 11.20 4.52 / 4.52
50111002002 11.1285, 41.3694 82.4 / 82.4 11.78 / 11.81 4.46 / 4.51
50111003002 11.3704, 41.5913 102.0 / 102.2 11.22 / 11.16 4.55 / 4.38

Stackedd — 624.9 / 622.8 11.59 / 11.54 4.48 / 4.48

a After OPTIMIZED SAA filtering and solar flare removal.
b After bad pixel removal and point source masking.
c Average solid angle of sky from which 0-bounce photons can be detected, after correcting for removal of bad pixels, point source

masking, and efficiency due to vignetting effects.
d The A0b and ∆Ω0b for the stacked spectra are the exposure-time-weighted averages of the values for the individual observations.

004545.57+413941.5 [78]. No other point sources with
Chandra flux (0.35–8.0 keV) greater than ∼ 2 × 10−13

erg cm−2 s−1 have been reported in the 2-bounce FOV
for any of the observations listed in Table I. The remain-
ing M31 emission from faint sources [79] is included in
the spectral modeling.

Data reduction and analysis are performed with the
NuSTAR Data Analysis Software pipeline, NuSTARDAS
v1.5.1. To minimize the charged-particle background
due to NuSTAR passing through the South Atlantic
Anomaly (SAA), we use the flags SAAMODE=OPTIMIZED
and TENTACLE=YES. We also inspect the 3–10 keV light-
curves for each observation and remove any time inter-
vals with an elevated low-energy count rate that could be
indicative of solar flares. There were three such obser-
vations (50026002001, 50026002003, and 50111002002),
from each of which 5–10 ks of data were removed. After
all the data cleaning, the total exposure time for both
FPMs that is used in this analysis is ∼ 1.2 Ms.

Figure 1 shows the the combined 0-bounce and 2-
bounce sky coverage of these observations. The 2-bounce
FOV avoids the bright astrophysical X-ray emission from
the central region of M31, but is still near the center
of the DM density distribution. Similarly, the 0-bounce
FOV avoids much of the astrophysical X-ray emission
from the M31 disk, but is still within the DM halo. For
reference, the ∼ 200 kpc virial radius of the M31 halo
[80] corresponds to ∼ 15◦ on the sky.

C. Combining 0-bounce and 2-bounce observations

Unlike previous NuSTAR sterile neutrino searches,
which considered 0-bounce [52, 54] and 2-bounce [45]
photons separately, the present analysis consistently in-
corporates both. Although the 2-bounce FOV for these
M31 observations is over two orders of magnitude smaller
than the corresponding 0-bounce FOV, including the 2-
bounce photons increases the sensitivity of our search for

two reasons. First, as the DM density increases toward
the center of M31, the integrated DM densities over the
2-bounce FOV can be higher than that of the 0-bounce
FOV. Second, the 2-bounce effective area is larger than
the 0-bounce effective area, and is maximized for E ∼ 10
keV, which is an especially interesting energy range for
sterile-neutrino DM search.

To take advantage of all available data, we extract
spectra from the full detector planes. Our spectral model
must then account for the instrumental background, as
well as astrophysical emission observed in 2-bounce and
0-bounce modes. We account for these multiple spectral
components by assigning custom response files for the
0-bounce and 2-bounce spectral model components with
the corresponding effective area (cm2) and effective solid
angle (deg2) factors.

The energy dependent NuSTAR 2-bounce effective
area A2b(E) is determined primarily by the optical el-
ements, and is calculated by NuSTARDAS for each ob-
servation. The nominal effective area for each FPM for
point sources peaks at ∼ 500 cm2 at 10 keV [74]. For this
analysis, the peak effective area is reduced to ∼ 100 cm2

due to two reasons: first, the removed point sources are
typically near the NuSTAR optical axis, where the effec-
tive area is the largest; second, the effect of vignetting as
the spectra are extracted from the entire FPM as an ex-
tended source, where A2b is averaged over the 2-bounce
FOV. The 2-bounce solid angle ∆Ω2b is also slightly re-
duced from 13′ × 13′ (0.047 deg2) to ∼ 0.045 deg2 for
each FPM following point source removal. When fitting
the 2-bounce components in the spectrum, we use the
combined 2-bounce response A2b(E)×∆Ω2b, where the
A2b(E) produced from NuSTARDAS already includes
the Be window and the detector absorption effects.

The effective area A0b for 0-bounce photons is set by
the physical ∼ 15 cm2 area of each detector, and is re-
duced to ∼ 11.5–12.5 cm2 per detector after removing
point sources. This is balanced, however, by an increased
FOV compared to 2-bounce photons. Using the geomet-
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FIG. 1. Left: Magnified view of the M31 disk region. The green squares represent the 2-bounce FOV, overlaid on the X-ray
map by the XMM-Newton EPIC instrument [81, 82], convolved with a Gaussian blur of radius 2 pixels. The colorbar indicates
the 2.0–7.2 keV flux. The brightest X-ray sources in the FOV are removed in the analysis as described in Sec. II B. The
white ellipse indicates the approximate optical size of the M31 disk. Right: A zoomed-out version of the left, with the color
map indicating the averaged efficiency of the 0-bounce FOV for all observations (FPMA+B) listed in Table I. The average is
weighted by each observation’s exposure time after data cleaning and point source removal, and accounting for blocking by the
optics bench and vignetting due to the aperture stops. The white cross indicates the center of M31.

ric model of NuSTAR in the nuskybgd code [73], we
calculate the average solid angle ∆Ω0b from which 0-
bounce photons can strike the detectors, including the
effects of obscuration and vignetting introduced by the
optics bench and aperture stop. Following data cleaning
and point source removal, each FPM subtends an average
solid angle ∆Ω0b ∼ 4.5 deg2, almost two orders of mag-
nitude larger than ∆Ω2b. (These parameters are listed
in Table I.) For 0-bounce spectral components, we use
the combined 0-bounce response EBe(E) × A0b ×∆Ω0b,
with the detector absorption effects included during spec-
tral modeling. Additionally, the use of 0-bounce photons
means that we are not limited to the 3–79 keV energy
range set by the NuSTAR optics; rather, we can extend
our high-energy range up to E = 100 keV. Above that,
we expect our instrumental background model to be less
robust for line searches.

D. NuSTAR at low energy and the 3.5-keV line

Previous analyses have noted the presence of a line
in the NuSTAR spectrum near 3.5 keV [52, 73]. These
works differ, however, in whether this lines is attributable
to an astrophysical (including DM) or instrumental ori-
gin. As the NuSTAR instrumental background is poorly
understood below 5 keV, we do not include this en-
ergy range in our analysis. Instead, we comment here
upon the difficulties encountered when using this low-
energy NuSTAR data and the foreseen avenues for future
progress.

We investigate our instrumental background compo-

nents using occulted data, collected during the same M31
observation periods we use for our main analysis but
when the NuSTAR FOV is blocked by the Earth. We
consider two spectral models for this data: the default
NuSTAR instrumental background model and an “inter-
nal power-law” version of this model; the latter is moti-
vated by fits to the occulted data itself.

The default NuSTAR instrumental background model,
as detailed in Sec. II E and Ref. [73], is derived from
phenomenological fits to “blank sky” observations. It is
dominated at low energies by a 3.5-keV line, a 4.5-keV
line, and a ∼ 1-keV thermal plasma component (the apec
model in XSPEC) that is possibly attributed to reflected
solar X-rays. At high energies, it is dominated by a rel-
atively flat continuum and a series of Lorentzian lines.
We find that for energies above ∼ 20 keV, the occulted
data is well described by this model. Below ∼ 20 keV,
however, the occulted data indicates residual emission
remains that is not accounted for by this default model.

These low-energy occulted fits are improved if we mod-
ify the default model by replacing the ∼ 1 keV thermal
plasma component with a power-law continuum. In this
“internal power-law” model, we use occulted data to de-
rive a best-fit power-law index and relative normaliza-
tion with respect to the high-energy continuum; we then
freeze both of these parameters in the instrumental back-
ground model applied to non-occulted data. This proce-
dure has been validated on extragalactic observations,
where it yields the correct expected spectral shape and
flux for the Cosmic X-ray Background (CXB) [83, 84].

To associate any detected line with an astrophysical,
as opposed to instrumental, origin, the observed line flux
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FIG. 2. Data and model spectra from FPMA (left) and FPMB (right) for the example of obsID 50026002003, including
contributions from 0-bounce CXB, 2-bounce CXB, 2-bounce M31, and instrumental/solar background. The 0-bounce M31
component is not included, as the M31 disk is blocked in the 0-bounce FOV. See Sec. II E for details. The lower panels show
the ratio of the data to the best-fit model. All error bars indicate 1σ statistical uncertainties, with reduced χ2 of 1.15 and
0.99 for FPMA and FPMB, respectively. The differing contributions for the 2-bounce CXB component between FPMA/B arise
primarily from differences in the position of the masked point source with respect to the optical axis, as discussed in Sec. II C.
Results for other observations are similar.

should be smaller or nonexistent in the occulted dataset.
Using the default instrumental background model, the
3.5-keV and 4.5-keV lines are each observed with com-
parable 90% C.L. line fluxes between occulted and non-
occulted data. When we adopt the internal power-law
background model to M31 data, the 3.5-keV and 4.5-keV
line fluxes are again each observed with comparable 90%
C.L. line fluxes between occulted and non-occulted data.
However, the best-fit line fluxes differ between the default
and power-law instrumental background models, between
different observations of similar sky regions, and between
FPMA and FPMB of the same observation. In addi-
tion, the fit is unstable when using the internal power-
law model below 5 keV, where the 3.5-keV and 4.5-keV
line strengths are found to be somewhat degenerate with
the power-law index and normalization. This study rein-
forces the notion that these lines are backgrounds, though
the statistics of the occulted sample is relatively limited.
As a result, further interpretation, such as searching for
any possible excess in low-energy line flux in the non-
occulted M31 data, is difficult.

Due to these issues, we limit our analysis to E ≥ 5 keV,
or sterile neutrino DM mass ≥ 10 keV. This allows for a
stable spectral fit and robust determination of line-flux
limits. We see no difference in the E ≥ 5 keV results
between using the default or power-law internal back-
ground model. We use the default background model for
the rest of the paper. We further note that the choice of

the background model does not affect the E < 5 keV lim-
its derived from the previous NuSTAR Galactic Center
analysis [54]; this constraint was conservative, allowing
the DM line to assume the full strength of any lines.

Detailed investigations of the NuSTAR instrumental
background are beyond the scope of this paper. Work
is ongoing now to exploit the full NuSTAR archival data
set to better constrain the origin and description of the
instrumental background. Future NuSTAR analyses will
be able to use this improved model to better constrain,
or detect, low-energy line emission.

E. Spectral fit

We consider the NuSTAR data between 5–100 keV, as
discussed above. We first fit each observation individ-
ually with their own set of parameters. In Sec. IV B
below, we combine the fits to derive our primary results.
Our spectral model consists of four components: the de-
fault NuSTAR instrumental background [73], 0-bounce
and 2-bounce CXB components, and a 2-bounce compo-
nent from the diffuse M31 emission. The first component
does not depend significantly on the FOV of the obser-
vations, while the the rest do. Note that we use both
0-bounce and 2-bounce astrophysical components, nor-
malized as described in Sec. II C.

Because the number of photons is large, we are able to
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choose a binning scheme that is sufficiently fine to iden-
tify any narrow spectral features, while also minimizing
the statistical error in each bin. We adopt a logarithmic
binning scheme of 100 bins per decade in energy for the
∼ 30 ks observations (50110002002 and 50110002006),
and 200 bins per decade for the remaining, longer obser-
vations. These binning schemes provide a statistical un-
certainty that is everywhere∼ 10% per bin. We note that
the binning is always narrower than the NuSTAR energy
resolution (FWHM) for photon energies 5–20 keV, which
is the most interesting energy range for sterile neutrino
DM searches.

We adopt the default NuSTAR background model of
Wik et al. [73], including internal detector backgrounds,
a solar component, and the CXB. The NuSTAR internal
background is modeled by a broken power-law contin-
uum with a break at 124 keV, as well as a complex of
Lorentzian activation and fluorescence lines, which to-
gether comprise much of the background above 20 keV.
The continuum power-law index, as well as the line en-
ergies and widths, are fixed, while the normalisations of
these components are free to fit independently for all ob-
servations and for FPMA and FPMB. This is due to dif-
ferent detector backgrounds and sky regions between ob-
servations and FPMs. As described in Sec. II D, we also
include a∼ 1 keV diffuse thermal plasma component with
emission lines, believed to result from solar activity. This
is the source of the lines near 6.5 keV and 8 keV. The
CXB, resulting from unresolved extragalactic emission,
is described by a cut-off power-law with spectral indices,
cut-off energy, and flux fixed to the values measured by
INTEGRAL [84].

Observations from ROSAT [85], XMM-Newton, and
Chandra [86] reveal a diffuse X-ray component within
the disk of M31, thought to result from a population of
unresolved point sources. We adopt a single power-law
model for the energy spectrum of 2-bounce photons from
these unresolved M31 sources, with normalization and
spectral index free to fit. We obtain 2-bounce M31 spec-
tral indices in the range ∼ 1.3–1.7 for the observations
in this analysis, consistent with the population of faint
X-ray sources in, e.g., Ref. [79]. Since the NuSTAR op-
tics bench blocks the disk of M31, as shown in Fig. 1,
there is no need to include a diffuse 0-bounce M31 com-
ponent. There is also evidence for at least one thermal
plasma component with 0.1 keV . kT . 0.7 keV to the
diffuse M31 X-ray background [87], though such a low-
temperature component would not be visible to NuSTAR
in the energy range of this analysis. We stress that a
conclusive identification of the diffuse M31 X-ray back-
ground is not necessary for the present analysis; rather, it
is the use of a physically-motivated model that provides
a good fit to the data that is most important.

All non-instrumental components, including astro-
physical, DM, and the solar background components, are
subject to absorption by materials on the surface of the
NuSTAR detectors. This includes absorption from the
∼0.11-µm Pt contact coatings, as well as the ∼0.27-µm

layer of inactive CdZnTe on the detector surfaces. Com-
bined, these components cause a ∼ 25% absorption for
5-keV photons, decreasing to ∼ 5% for 10-keV photons.
(We note the effect of the Be shield is already included
in the effective area.)

The astrophysical components are also subject to ab-
sorption from the interstellar medium. For the 2-bounce
CXB and 2-bounce M31, the absorption is calculated us-
ing the tbabs model in XSPEC, which incorporates the
abundances given in Ref. [88] and the photoionization
and absorption cross-sections given in Refs. [89, 90]. The
equivalent neutral hydrogen column density NH toward
the disk of M31, near the 2-bounce FOV of the obser-
vations in this analysis, is ∼ 5 × 1021 cm−2 [91]. The
corresponding optical depth is τ ∼ 0.03 for 1-keV pho-
tons [92], and decreases with energy. The NH value for
2-bounce observations is fixed during spectral modeling.

Similarly, for the 0-bounce CXB, we apply a fixed NH

value of ∼ 7 × 1020 cm−2, as observed in the direction
of M31 without the disk [93, 94]. As the 0-bounce NH

value is almost an order of magnitude lower than the 2-
bounce NH value, absorption is negligible; we include it
for completeness.

For DM lines, as most of the signal comes the 0-bounce
observations (see Sec. III), only absorption from detector
materials is relevant. This is at most a ∼ 25% effect at
5 keV; we include it to be conservative and consistent.

Figure 2 shows the spectrum for obsID 50026002003
and the corresponding spectral fit components, as an ex-
ample. The vertical-axis units on this figure reflect pro-
portional differences in the number of counts N in each
bin, to wit:

E
dN

dE
=

dN

d(lnE)
' dN

d(2.3 log10E)
.

As the bins are evenly-spaced in log10E, with 200 bins
per decade in the example spectra, each bin has a width
0.005 in log10E. The number of counts in the bin with
E ∼ 10 keV, for example, is

1.2× 104 keV× (counts keV−1)× 2.3

200
≈ 130 counts,

corresponding to a ∼ 10% statistical uncertainty per bin.
The fit has reduced χ2 of 1.15 and 0.99 over 239 de-
grees of freedom for FPMA and FPMB, respectively. We
find similar results for all other observations. Thus, we
conclude that the fits are acceptable for the individual
observations. In Sec. IV, we discuss details of the fit
residuals as well as the procedure for combining obser-
vations. While the astrophysical components dominate
below ∼ 13 keV, both the astrophysical continuum and
line emission are much lower compared to our previous
Galactic Center analysis [54]. This enhances the DM
sensitivity, particularly in the mass range ∼12–20 keV,
where previously the search was limited by strong Fe line
emission from the Galactic Ridge X-ray Excess (GRXE).
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III. DARK MATTER SIGNAL MODELING

In this section, we describe the modeling of DM event
rates in NuSTAR observations.

A. DM Distributions

To search for DM lines in the NuSTAR observations,
we need to compute the expected DM event rate taking
into account both the 0-bounce and 2-bounce FOV. Also,
DM from the Milky Way (MW) and M31 halo can both
appreciably contribute to the signal.

The expected photon line intensity (differential flux
per solid angle) from sterile neutrino DM decay is

I ≡ dF

dEdΩ
=

Γ

4πmχ

∫
d` (ρMW + ρM31)

dN

dE
, (1)

where Γ is the DM decay rate, mχ is the DM mass,
ρ is the DM density distribution for MW or M31, `
is the line-of-sight distance that we integrate over, and
dN/dE = δ(E −mχ/2) is the sterile neutrino DM decay
spectrum with the line energy being half of the DM mass.
The line width is narrow compared to the NuSTAR en-
ergy resolution, thus a delta function approximation is
appropriate.

To evaluate the line-of-sight integrals for MW we use
the sNFW profile from Ref. [54], which was motivated by
simulations and MW kinematic data [95] (see Ref. [54]
for details). For the M31 halo, we use the NFW pro-
file from Ref. [80], where the mass distribution was in-
ferred from a multitude of imaging and kinematic data.
The scale density, scale radius, and the virial radius are
ρs = 0.418 GeV/cm3, rs = 16.5 kpc, and R200 = 207 kpc,
respectively. In the next section, we discuss the impact
of the choice of density profiles to the DM sensitivity.

We neglect the cosmological decaying DM contribution
to the extragalactic background. The spectrum of this
signal is broadened by cosmological redshifts, and the
flux is negligible compared to the other components that
we consider [54].

B. DM event rate in NuSTAR

The number of DM signal photons, NDM, that would
be detected by NuSTAR is the DM intensity (Eq. (1)),
integrated over the line spectrum and convolved with the
detector response for that particular observation,

NDM =
∑

j=0b,2b

AjTobs

∫
FOV

ξj I dΩ (2)

=
Γ

4πmχ
Tobs (A0b∆Ω0bJ0b +A2b∆Ω2bJ2b) ,

where A0b,2b are the effective areas for 0-bounce and
2-bounce observations, Tobs is the observing time, and

ξ0b,2b are the pixel efficiencies of the FOV that takes
into account, e.g., the optics bench blocking, and ∆Ω =∫
FOV

ξdΩ is the effective FOV. We also define the FOV-
dependent J-factor,

J =
1

∆Ω

∫
dΩ ξ

∫
d` (ρMW + ρM31) (3)

for both 0-bounce and 2-bounce observations.
For the 0-bounce FOV, as shown in Fig. 1, there is not

much variation in J0b among different observations, given
that they basically all point in the same direction. The
MW halo also has a larger contribution to the J-factor
compared to the M31 halo. This is because the bulk of
M31 center is blocked by the mirror module, so only the
outskirts of the M31 contribute to the J-factor. Roughly,
the MW part of the J0b is about 1.5 to 2.3 times larger
than that of M31. For the 2-bounce FOV, the situation
is reversed, as they point closer to the center of M31.
Roughly, the M31 part of J2b is about 2.1 to 3.4 times
larger than that of the MW.

Unlike previous works, where either the 0-bounce [45]
or the 2-bounce contribution are neglected [52, 54], we
include both in this work. To see how much the 2-bounce
FOV affects the result, we consider the “enhancement
factor,” (

1 +
A2b(E)∆Ω2bJ2b
A0b∆Ω0bJ0b

)
, (4)

which represents the signal enhancement due to the 2-
bounce FOV. The enhancement factor is energy depen-
dent due to the 2-bounce effective area A2b(E).

Figure 3 shows the enhancement factors for all the con-
sidered observations. They peak around 10 keV and can
be as high as 1.4. The enhancement from the 2-bounce
contribution is negatively impacted by the point source
removal and vignetting effects as described in Sec. II C,
which significantly reduced the effective area.

After combining the observations (see Sec. IV B), at ∼
10 keV photon energy, the 0-bounce MW, 0-bounce M31,
2-bounce MW, and 2-bounce M31 component contribute
about 50%, 30%, 5%, and 15% of the signal, respectively.

IV. DARK MATTER LINE SEARCH

In this section, we describe the line analysis for each
individual M31 observations, then the combined analysis.
Finally, we present our results for sterile neutrino DM.

A. NuSTAR observation line analysis

For each M31 observation and FPM, we search for
potential DM line signals by scanning in the 5–100 keV
energy range, with 100 logarithmically spaced steps per
decade in energy. In this scheme, near E = 5 keV, the
steps are ∼ 0.1 keV apart, growing to ∼ 2 keV apart by
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FIG. 3. Enhancement due to the inclusion of the 2-bounce
FOV relative to the 0-bounce FOV for all observations across
FPMA (solid) and FPMB (dashed) considered in this work.
The energy dependence comes from the effective areas of the
2-bounce FOV.

E = 100 keV. This is to be compared to the detector
energy resolution of 0.4 keV for 5-keV photons and 0.9
keV for 60-keV photons. Thus, any new line present with
E . 40 keV will be several steps wide. We observe no
significant change in results if we use a finer sampling
scheme, e.g., 200 steps per decade. For each scanned
line energy, we add a hypothetical DM line component
to the model and take into account all detector response
and absorption effects (see Sec. II C). As the line width is
dominated by the detector resolution, the DM line com-
ponent has only one free parameter—the normalization—
for each scan, which we parametrize with the DM decay
rate, Γ, using Eq. (2).

We define the function χ2(Γ), which is the best-fit chi-
squared value of the fit to the data after adding the DM
signal line to the model at a specific value of Γ. We
find the χ2(Γ) distribution for each scanned line energy.
It is important to note that for every value of Γ, χ2(Γ)
is minimized with respect to all free spectral model pa-
rameters. Thus, when scanning at a known background
line (detector or astrophysical) energy, χ2(Γ) would be at
the minimum value for Γ smaller or equal to the corre-
sponding background line strength. In other words, when
setting the limit at the presence of a background line, we
conservatively allow the DM line flux to be at least as
large as the background line feature.

B. Combined analysis with all M31 observations

Having obtained the χ2(Γ) distributions for all obser-
vations, we now combine them to take advantage of the
full statistical power of the 1.2 Ms of NuSTAR M31 data.
We consider the object X2, which is the sum of all the
individual χ2 distributions,

X2(Γ) =
∑
obs

χ2(Γ) . (5)

In the case of a detection or at the presence of a back-
ground line feature, X2(Γ) would reach a minimum at
a particular Γ0 value, with the line significance given by√
X2(Γ = 0)−X2(Γ0). In the case of a null detection,

the minimum would be at Γ0 = 0. In all cases, we can
obtain the 95% one-sided upper limit by finding Γ95 such
that X2(Γ95) = X2(Γ0) + 2.71.

Given that individual observations are minimized in-
dependently, they are allowed to have their own set of
background parameters. This is an improvement over
previous stacked analyses [52, 54], which used a single
background model to describe the sum of many obser-
vations. Our new approach avoids producing artificial
spectral features due to the stacking of potentially differ-
ent continuum backgrounds in each observation. In fact,
it is known that the background parameters are slightly
different between the two FPMs. The new approach also
effectively increases the number of d.o.f., which alleviates
the need for adding an extra systematic error factor to
improve the fit, as in our previous Galactic Center anal-
ysis [54]. In the future, this approach can even be used
to combine the sensitivities from observations of different
targets. In Appendix A, we detail the precedures of the
stacked analysis. The results are found to be consistent
with our default analysis.

In the line search, we identify several energy regions
where the fit noticeably improves when a DM line is
added. These are at photon energies around 5–6 keV, 15–
16 keV, 28 keV, and 80 keV. For the 5–6 keV region, the
residual is located at the edge of our selected data. As
mentioned in Sec. II D, the low-energy NuSTAR back-
ground model is quite uncertain. In particular, it is
likely that the actual solar component differs from that
in the default background model, due to the Sun being
a variable source. In contrast to our previous Galac-
tic Center analysis [54], this problem in the instrumen-
tal background is highlighted by the low astrophysical
flux in the data. For 15–16 keV, it is known that the
current background model has difficulty in fitting the
data here, likely due to this being the transition re-
gion between the astrophysical and instrumental contin-
uum backgrounds. A similar residual was also identi-
fied in our previous Galactic Center analysis [54]. For
the 28 keV and 80 keV regions, these are where the data
is dominated by strong and complicated detector acti-
vation and fluorescence lines, as shown in Fig. 2, thus
making the astrophysical interpretation difficult and un-
likely. We also note that the corresponding line fluxes
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FIG. 4. Derived upper limit on DM decay rates from com-
bined NuSTAR M31 observations. Results from the default
analysis are shown with a blue line, and that from the stacked
analysis (see Appendix A) are shown witha grey dashed line.
We have assumed each DM decay produces one monoenergetic
photon with energy half the DM mass.

at 28 keV and 80 keV are already being constrainted by
INTEGRAL [29, 30]. As a result, we do not interpret
all these residuals as having an astrophysical origin. The
corresponding DM limit is set conservatively, with the
DM flux allowed to saturate the full residual, thus re-
sulting in worsened sensitivities in these regions.

Overall, we see no obvious candidates of a DM signal.
We thus proceed to derive upper limits for the DM decay
rate, following the procedure described above.

Figure 4 shows the derived constraints on the decay
rate, Γ. In the energies mentioned above, where we see
positive residuals, our limit is weakened. In other ener-
gies, where there are background lines, our limit is also
weakened, causing many “spikes” in the limit. For com-
parison, we also show the results from the stacked anal-
ysis, which are consistent with the default analysis.

Our results are robust with respect to the choice of
DM density profiles. Because M31 is located relatively
far away from the Galactic Center in celestial coordi-
nates (∼ 120◦), the MW part of the signal is insensitive
to the choice of the MW profiles. Using different pro-
files considered in Ref. [54] only changes the expected
MW signal by ∼ 10%, in contrast to the potential large
uncertainties when using the Galactic Center [97]. For
the M31 part, because the signal is dominated by the
0-bounce observations, which are only sensitive to the
outskirts of the M31 halo (& 10 kpc), using different halo
profiles considered in Ref. [42] changes the total sensitiv-
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X-rayconstraints
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NuSTAR M31 (This work)
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FIG. 5. The mixing angle-mass parameter space for sterile
neutrino DM. Our limit obtained from the combined M31 ob-
servations is shown by the blue line and the hatched region.
For comparison, we also show NuSTAR constraints from deep
sky [52] and Galactic Center [54] observations. The previ-
ous X-ray constraints are shown in the dark grey region (see
Ref. [54] for details). For sterile neutrino DM produced via
mixing, the light grey constraints from satellite counts [96]
and BBN constraints on lepton asymmetry also apply. In
this case, a finite allowed window remains, shown in white.
The red point indicates the claimed 3.5 keV line detection.

ity by only . 5%.
While we focus on sterile neutrino DM, the limit on

the sterile neutrino DM decay rate can be easily trans-
lated and applied to other decaying DM models. In Ap-
pendix B, we also derive constraints on the cross section
for annihilating DM models.

C. Constraints on Sterile Neutrino DM

We now consider the implications of our result for ster-
ile neutrino DM, one of the prime candidates for decaying
DM in the X-ray band.

1. X-ray constraints

Sterile neutrino DM, regardless of the production
mechanism, decay radiatively (χ→ γ+ν) via the mixing
with active neutrinos, with a rate [8, 9]

Γ = 1.38× 10−32 s−1
(

sin2 2θ

10−10

)(mχ

keV

)5
, (6)
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where θ is the mixing angle with active neutrinos.
Thus, X-ray observations can be used to place model-
independent upper limits on the mixing angle [10, 11],
which is the main goal of this work.

Figure 5 shows the mass-mixing angle parameter space
plane. Our constraint from the combined M31 observa-
tions, converted from decay rates using Eq. (6), is shown
by the blue line. For comparison, we also show con-
straints from many previous X-ray searches detailed in
Ref. [54]. Compared to our previous Galactic Center
analysis [54], our present results benefit from the absence
of strong astrophysical line emission around 6.7 keV.
Compared to the deep sky analysis [52], our present anal-
ysis, despite having less exposure, benefits from the in-
clusion of the DM contribution from the M31 halo, as
well as from an improved analysis procedure that mini-
mizes systematic effects from stacking spectra. Overall,
our new results improve the constraints for DM masses
between 12–20 keV.

2. A finite window in the parameter space

If sterile neutrino DM is produced via mixing in the
early universe, then additional constraints from DM pro-
duction and warm DM considerations also apply. These
constraints, together with the X-ray constraints, form a
window in the parameter space that is bounded on all
sides.

Sterile neutrino DM can be naturally produced via
neutrino mixing with active neutrinos, either non-
resonantly [12] or resonantly [13]. Non-resonant produc-
tion defines a line in the parameter space of mass and
mixing angle, and is already in strong tension with exit-
ing constraints. Resonant production can occur if there
was primordial lepton asymmetry, which allows sufficient
DM to be produced with a range of smaller mixing an-
gles than non-resonant production. However, Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) places an upper limit on the lep-
ton asymmetry at that epoch [98–100]; the limit on the
asymmetry is often expressed through the dimensionless
parameter L6 ≤ 2500. Using the latest sterile neutrino
DM production code, sterile-dm [101], we find the cor-
responding lower bound on the mixing angle; below that
neutrino mixing is unable to produce enough DM to
match the observed abundance. We note that our re-
sult is consistent with that found in Ref. [96]. For spe-
cific models such as νMSM, the production constraint is
typically more stringent than the BBN bound (a higher
lower bound on the mixing angle). For generality and to
be conservative, we only consider the BBN bound.

Sterile neutrino DM produced via mixing can also be
a warm DM candidate. While warm DM could be a po-
tential solution to address some small-scale problems of
cold DM cosmology [102–104], astrophysical observations
such as satellite counts or Ly-α forests also constrain DM
from being too warm [96, 105, 106], which puts compara-
ble mixing angle-dependent lower limits on the DM mass

that is stronger than the more robust model-independent
phase-space constraints [33, 107]. We thus only consider
the the satellite-counts constraints from Ref. [96].

Figure 5 also shows the production and warm DM con-
straints. In the context of sterile neutrino DM produced
via neutrino mixing, our M31 X-ray constraint reduces
the previously available parameter space by close to one-
third.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We search for X-ray lines from sterile neutrino DM
decay using 1.2 Ms of combined NuSTAR M31 observa-
tions. We consistently include the focused (2-bounce)
FOV, which enhances the sensitivity compared to previ-
ous works that considered only the unfocused (0-bounce)
FOV. We also opt to statistically combine the sensitiv-
ities of individual observations. Compared to a usual
stacking analysis, this reduces the potential systematic
error from stacking spectra with different underlying con-
tinuum spectra.

We see no evidence of DM signals, and thus report up-
per limits for photon line energies 5–100 keV, or sterile
neutrino DM masses 10–200 keV. Specifically, the con-
straints are improved the most in the mass range ∼ 12–
20 keV. For more general DM candidates, we also report
limits in decay rate and annihilation cross section. For
sterile neutrino DM produced via mixing, we reduce the
available parameter space by close to one-third.

We have demonstrated that adding the 2-bounce com-
ponent can meaningfully enhance the DM sensitivity, up
to a factor of 1.4. However, in this work the enhance-
ment is not optimal, as the center part of the 2-bounce
FOV is removed due to the presence of point sources.
In the future, for other observations where such cuts are
not needed, the 2-bounce contribution can be increased
by a factor ∼ 2. The 2-bounce contribution could also
be higher if the FOV is pointed at regions with more
concentrated DM distribution.

Our statistical analysis approach in this work is mainly
aimed to reduce systematic errors from the stacking pro-
cess. However, in principle, it can also be used to combine
completely different observations, such as Galactic Cen-
ter and M31, after they are properly modeled. This will
further enhance the DM search sensitivity.

In the future, especially with an improved understand-
ing of the low-energy NuSTAR instrumental background
model, we anticipate NuSTAR will be a powerful tool
to test the remaining parameter space window shown in
Fig. 5, and perhaps also test the tentative 3.5-keV line
signal. Ruling out this window would mean that sterile
neutrino DM cannot be simply produced via neutrino
mixing. However, we stress that this would not rule
out generic sterile neutrinos as a DM candidate. Nev-
ertheless, this would rule out the νMSM model [23–26],
which was proposed to simultaneously explain the nature
of DM, baryongenesis, and the origin of neutrino mass.
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Appendix A: Stacked analysis

As described in Sec. IV, to derive a constraint on a po-
tential DM line flux, we fit each observation separately,
and statistically combine the flux constraints for each
observation to produce the results shown in Fig. 5. This
approach allows us to model the background for each ob-
servation separately, reducing the systematic effects of
combining backgrounds, which may vary for each obser-
vation. As a cross-check, we also follow our previous
approach in analyzing Galactic Center data [54]—i.e.,
stacking the individual spectra from each observation
and deriving DM limits from the stacked spectra. In
this section, we discuss the results derived from stacking
the spectra, and show that they are consistent with the
statistical-combination approach used in Sec. IV.

We use the addascaspec tool to stack the spectra for
FPMA/B separately, as each FPM has slightly different
instrument responses and internal backgrounds. The 0-
bounce and 2-bounce effective areas (cm2) and solid an-
gles (deg2) for the stacked spectra are taken to be the
exposure-time-weighted averages of the values from the
individual observations. The best-fit reduced χ2 for the
stacked spectra, in the null DM hypothesis, is ∼ 2.6 for
each FPM (239 d.o.f. each, for 200 logarithmically-spaced
energy bins per decade), significantly worse than that of
the individual observations. As the statistical errors are
small (. 5%), systematic effects dominate. In particu-

lar, we find large positive residuals for E < 6 keV and
∼ 15–30 keV, similar to those identified in Sec. IV B us-
ing the statistical-combination approach. This reinforces
the point that the instrumental background model is not
sufficient to describe these regions, and the fit cannot be
improved via better analysis procedures. Additionally,
we find that the derived 2-bounce M31 flux, relative to
the (fixed) CXB components, is consistent between the
statistical-combination and stacked approaches, as is the
derived 2-bounce M31 power-law index. We then use
the same line-search procedure on the stacked spectra as
was described in Sec. IV B to derive 95% one-sided upper
limits on any DM flux (in the case of a null detection)
or to find potential DM signals. We find line-like sig-
nals in the same energy ranges as were obtained using
the statistical-combination method, though as was dis-
cussed previously, a DM interpretation for these features
is implausible.

Overall, we find that our statistical-combination and
stacking approaches provide constraints in the mass-
mixing angle plane that are consistent at the ∼10%
level, as shown in Fig. 4. This supports our use of the
statistical-combination procedure to derive DM limits, as
it provides a better fit (i.e., improved χ2/d.o.f.) to the
data without the inclusion of an overall systematic un-
certainty, which weakened our previous limit [54]. Addi-
tionally, the statistical-combination procedure will allow
us to combine constraints from different regions on the
sky in future analyses, as we can independently model
the backgrounds in each region.

Appendix B: Constraints on DM Annihilation

In this section, we derive upper limits on the DM anni-
hilation cross section. While thermally produced s-wave
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) that cou-
ple to the visible sector are strongly constrained at the
keV scale (see discussion in Ref. [111]), DM with non-
standard thermal history could still produce X-ray lines
through annihilation (e.g., see Refs. [60, 61]). To find
the limit on the annihilation cross section, we consider
the case of χχ→ γγ, and write the analog of Eq. (1),

I =
σv

8πm2
χ

∫
d`
(
ρ2MW + ρ2M31

) dN
dE

, (B1)

where σv is taken to be the velocity-independent an-
nihilation cross section, and the spectrum is dN/dE =
2δ(E −mχ). Then it is straightforward to compute the
annihilation version of the J-factors and repeat the anal-
ysis to obtain the upper limit. We conservatively neglect
the potential J-factor enhancement due to DM substruc-
tures (see, e.g., Refs [112, 113]).

Figure 6 shows our derived upper limit on the anni-
hilation cross section. While we have made several as-
sumptions in Eq. (B1), it should be straightforward to
translate this limit to other more specific scenarios.
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FIG. 6. Upper limit on DM annihilation cross sections from
combined NuSTAR M31 observations. We have assumed each
DM annihilation produces two monoenergetic photons with
energy equal to the DM mass.
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